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“Maybe it’s possible. After all, it looks different from those Silver Tailless Mountain Rats. Moreover, this 

place is extremely hidden. How did it find it? I guess it found this place by relying on its sense of smell,” 

Shi Xuan said. 

 

When Yun Chujiu heard this, her eyes rolled around. Damn, it would be great if she could seduce this 

Mickey Mouse. Not only would all these rare ores belong to her but with this Mickey Mouse helping her, 

she would only need to go around mining and be able to make a fortune! 

 

Hahaha!! She had said it before. How could one be unlucky all the time?! Although she was being chased 

by that little b*tch, Su Yanran, she was about to make a fortune! 

 

Feng Ming and the other two could not help but tremble when they heard Yun Chujiu’s strange laughter. 

What scheme was Junior Sister Little Jiu coming up with?! Could it be that she wanted to take this Little 

Black Rat for herself?! 

 

Feng Ming pulled Yun Chujiu to the side, using an extremely low voice, he said, “Junior Sister Little Jiu, 

could it be that you have plans for that Little Black Rat?! I heard that the ancient demonic beast Stone-

eating Rat’s temperament is extremely strange. It’s very difficult for humans to tame it. Moreover, if you 

force it to obey a master, it will suffer some sort of backlash. If it’s not done properly, its body will be 

destroyed.” 

 

“Yes yes, I understand. I won’t act rashly.” Yun Chujiu narrowed her eyes. I’ve already gotten nine 

ancient strange beasts. What is a single little rat compared to those?! 

 

Yun Chujiu first used the gourmet seduction plan. She didn’t expect that Little Black Rat would only be 

interested in ore. It was completely uninterested in the meat buns that Yun Chujiu took out. 

 

Yun Chujiu then tried to describe the colorful world outside. Little Black Rat still looked uninterested. 

 



Yun Chujiu gritted her teeth. She could only use her last move! She summoned Little Black Bird. Cough, 

cough, let Little Black Bird hook up with Little Black Rat. 

 

Little Black Bird scoffed at Yun Chujiu’s method. Other than being able to eat ores, Little Black Rat was 

useless? It couldn’t fight, and it couldn’t be used as a mount. It was a glutton!! Why did Little Black Bird 

have to please it?! 

 

Little Black Rat glared at Little Black Bird with its bean-like eyes. Not only did it not succeed in hooking 

up with it, it even angered Little Black Bird. The two of them fought fiercely, but Little Black Rat couldn’t 

fly. A few of its feathers were bitten off by Little Black Rat, Little Black Rat’s ears were also pecked off by 

Little Black Bird. 

 

Little Black Rat squeaked and squeaked in pain. It glared at Little Black Bird angrily and disappeared into 

a hole! 

 

Yun Chujiu was so angry that she grabbed Little Black Bird’s short wings. “Little Black! You Idiot! I asked 

you to hook up with Mickey Mouse, but you fought with it! Are you trying to rebel?!” 

 

“Wa-wa! You don’t love me anymore! You heartless master! You like the new and dislike the old. You 

don’t love me anymore! I’m so sad! Wa-wa!” Little Black Bird cawed. 

 

Feng Ming and the other two couldn’t bear to hear it. Although they didn’t understand what Little Black 

Bird was saying, it sounded very sad, so they tried to persuade her, “Junior Sister Little Jiu, forget it! It’s 

normal for Spiritual Beasts to fight. Besides, that Little Black Rat isn’t badly injured. It’ll be back soon!” 

 

Yun Chujiu glared at Little Black Bird and said with her mind, “You Idiot! If Little Black Rat accepts us, 

these ores are all ours. We can find more valuable ores in the future. More ore means more money! 

With more money, we can eat anything and anywhere to our heart’s content!” 

 



Little Black Bird stared at her with its bean-like eyes and turned around. It said proudly, “Hmph! Isn’t it 

just a little mouse? If I can provoke it, I can also smooth its fur. Master, Look at me! I will definitely lure 

it back for you!” 

 


